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A direct solution of the Kolmogorov equation associated to a stochastic
NavierStokes equation is given, with restriction to two space dimensions and
periodic boundary conditions. The existence of a variational solution is proved,
using a special property of the nonlinear operator.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this work is to give a direct solution of the Kolmogorov
equation (2.5) associated to a stochastic NavierStokes equation in two
space dimensions with periodic boundary conditions. A completely direct
approach to Kolmogorov equations associated to equations of fluid
dynamic nature is a very difficult problem, and this result seems to be the
first one in this direction. Kolmogorov type equations for equations of fluid
dynamics appear for instance in [9, 25, 32], and many other papers, but
usually they are obtained as a by-product of the existence of solutions to
the underlying stochastic NavierStokes equation. A direct solution, with
proper regularity properties, is at the basis of results in the direction
of [27].
Here (see Theorem 4.3 below) we prove existence of a weak solution (in
a suitable sense) of the Kolmogorov equation in a negative order Sobolev
space corresponding to a stochastic NavierStokes equation driven by a
cylindrical noise; thus the connection with the original stochastic Navier
Stokes equation requires nonclassical well posedness results, and is
postponed to a future work. The extension to other boundary conditions,
more natural Sobolev spaces, and three space dimensions, are open problems.
To prove the result we first rewrite the Kolmogorov equation (2.5) in a
suitable integral form by using results on OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroups
given, e.g., in [12] and [13]. Then to get rid of the main difficulty, which
is the presence of the unbounded nonlinear Euler operator B (defined in
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subsection 2.1 below), we use a special property of it that can be found
in [1, 2, and 3].
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we give some
preliminaries about the NavierStokes equation (Section 2.1), its associated
Kolmogorov equation (Section 2.2), the OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup
(Section 2.3) and on the properties of the operator B appearing there
(Section 2.4). Then in Section 3 we state the main lemma that allows us to
get rid of the unboundedness of the operator B, while in Section 4 we prove
the main result.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. The NavierStokes Equation
We consider a viscous incompressible homogeneous Newtonian fluid in
a two-dimensional torus D, described by the classical NavierStokes
equations for the velocity field U=U(t, !) and the pressure field= p(t, !):
dt U=[&(U } {!) U&{! p+& 2!U] dt+dt ’ in [0, T]_D
{div! U=0 in [0, T]_DU(0, !)=U0(!) for ! # D
with periodic boundary conditions. The term ’=’(t, !) is a Brownian
motion on a probability space (0, F, P), with values in a suitable Hilbert
space, subject to the assumptions indicated below at the abstract level.
We could add a forcing term f (t, !) dt in the equation with minor
modifications.
We rewrite the previous equation in the usual abstract form. We set
H={x # [L2(D)]2, div x=0, |D x=0, x } n periodic=
V={x # [H1(D)]2 : div x=0, |D x=0, x periodic=
where n is the outward normal. We denote by | } |H and ( } , } ) H the norm
and inner product in H and we shall use similar notations for the other
norms and inner products below. Identifying H with its dual space H$, and
identifying H$ with a subspace of V$ (the dual space of V), we have
V/H/V$ and we can denote the dual pairing between V and V$ by
( } , } ) when no confusion may arise. Moreover, we set D(A)=
[H2(D)]2 & V and we define the linear operator A : D(A)/H  H as
Ax=&P 2!x, where P is the orthogonal projection in [L2(D)]2 over H
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(see [29] or [30] for details on the function spaces and operators A and
B introduced here).
The operator A is positive selfadjoint with compact resolvent; we denote
by 0<*1*2 } } } the eigenvalues of A, and by ,1 , ,2 , ... a corresponding
complete orthonormal system of eigenvectors. Now recall that (see, e.g.,
[29]) the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of A can be easily expressed by
taking, instead of the index n # N, the multi-index k # N2. In this way,
calling [,k]k # N2 the orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors and [*k]k # N2
the corresponding sequence of eigenvalues we have
,k(!)=
k=
|k|
e2?ik } ! *k=4?2 |k|2 (2.1)
where we used the notation i=- &1 and
k=(k1 , k2), k==(k2 , &k1),
|k|=[k21+k
2
2]
12, k } !=k1 !1+k2!2 .
(If we want real valued functions we can take ,k(!)=k=( |k| )
- 2 sin(2?k } !).) The fractional powers A: of A, :0, are simply defined
by
A:x= :

n=1
*:n(x, ,n) ,n
with domain
D(A:)=[x # H : &x&D(A:)<]
where
&x&2D(A:)= :

n=1
*2:n (x, ,n)
2=|A:x|2.
The space D(A:) is a Hilbert space with the inner product (x, y) D(A:)=
(A:x, A:y), x, y # D(A:).
Since V coincides with D(A12), we can endow V with the norm
&x&=|A12x|. We remark that
&x&2*1 |x|2. (2.2)
We denote by D(A&:) the dual space of D(A:), and we perform
identifications as above to get the dense continuous inclusions, for :>12
D(A:)/V/H/V$/D(A&:).
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The operators A: are now defined as linear bounded operators from D(A;)
to D(A;&:), for each real : and ;. Also for negative powers we have
(x, y)D(A&:)=(A&:x, A&:y).
We define the bilinear operator B(x, y) : V_V  V$ as
(B(x, y), z) =|
D
z(!) } (x(!) } {!) y(!) d!
=|
D
(x(!), [{! y(!)] z(!)) R2 d!
for all z # V. This operator can be extended in different topologies. By the
incompressibility condition we have
(B(u, v), v)=0, (B(u, v), z) =&(B(u, z), v) . (2.3)
With these preliminaries, we consider the following abstract version of
the stochastic NavierStokes equation:
{dU(t)=[&AU(t)&B(U(t), U(t))] dt+- Q dWH (t)U(0)=U0
for t # [0, T]
(2.4)
where WH (t) is a cylindrical Brownian motion in H defined on a probabil-
ity space (0, F, P), and Q is a selfadjoint bounded operator in H. The
well-posedness for equation (2.4) is known only if we assume that Q has at
least a little degree of regularity (see for instance [13], [14], or [15]
besides many other results of well-posedness for stochastic NavierStokes
equations included in the references of the paper); indeed, it is a general
fact that nonlinear partial differential equations in space dimension 2
governed by a Laplacian, and additive noise, require that the covariance of
the noise is not equal to the identity but a little more regular, in order to
have solutions which are real processes and not distributions, so that the
nonlinearity is well defined (some special nonlinearity make exception and
allows one to take covariance equal to the identity, but this issue is an
open problem in the context of NavierStokes equations).
We would like to study the Kolmogorov equation associated to (2.4).
However, we are not able to treat such equation in the setting described
above (i.e., with state space H, noise WH cylindrical in H, and covariance
operator Q with a ‘‘little regularity’’). We are only able to treat the
Kolmogorov equation corresponding to equation (2.4) when it is set in a
negative order Sobolev space (see Remark 2.1). In the space H such an
equation formally corresponds still to an equation like (2.4) but with
covariance operator Q=identity (see again Remark 2.1).
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2.2. The Kolmogorov Equation
To equation (2.4) it is associated the Kolmogorov equation for the real-
valued function u=u(t, x)
{
u
t
=
1
2
TrH(QD2xu)&(Ax+B(x, x), Dxu) H in [0, T]_H
u(0, x)=u0(x) for x # H
where the trace of a selfadjoint operator is defined as in [12, Appendix C]
and Dx denote the Fre chet derivative with respect to the variable x (we will
omit the subscript x when x will be the only variable). As we said above
we are not able to treat this equation. We will consider the following
setting. Fix =>0, take Q=A&2= and the Hilbert space X=D(A&=). Then
consider the following Kolmogorov equation in X
{
u
t
=
1
2
TrX (QD2xu)&(Ax+B(x, x), Dxu) X in [0, T]_X (2.5)
u(0, x)=u0(x) for x # X
Remark 2.1. We remark that the above Kolmogorov equation is
formally associated to the stochastic process Y: 0_R+ [ X that solves the
equation (which is the analogous, in the space X, of (2.4)):
dY(t)=&[AY(t)+B(Y(t), Y(t))] dt+- Q dWX (t); Y(0)=x # X
where WX is a cylindrical Brownian Motion in X. The stochastic process
- Q dWX (t) can be represented as a cylindrical Brownian motion in
H, WH (t), thus the last equation formally corresponds to equation (2.4)
with Q=Identity.
Furthermore the last equation can be seen in H by the change of
variable Y1=A&=Y by obtaining the following equation for the process
Y1 : 0_R+ [ H:
dY1(t)=&[AY1(t)+A&=B(A=Y1(t), A=Y1(t))] dt+- Q dW1(t);
Y1(0)=A&=x=h # H
where W1=A&=WX is a white noise in H. We observe that none of
these two equations is known to be well posed in the spaces X and H
respectively.
A standard approach to equation (2.5), which works for instance when
the nonlinear term B is a globally Lipschitz and bounded operator (see,
e.g., [12, Ch. 9] and [20], [21]), is to introduce the OrnsteinUhlenbeck
semigroup S(t) associated to equation (2.5) with B=0, and study the
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integral equation (coming from the application of the variation of
constants’ formula)
u(t, x)=[S(t) u0](x)&|
t
0
[S(t&s)(B( } , } ), Dxu(s, } )) X](x) ds.
This equation is a mild form of Eq. (2.5). At present, we cannot use this
approach in the NavierStokes case because of the poor regularity of B.
Thus we follow a different argument based on a special property of the
operator . [ (B( } , } ), Dx .( } )) X , which we can prove only in the case of
periodic boundary conditions and dimension 2 (see Section 3).
2.3. The OrnsteinUhlenbeck Case
We now recall some results on the OrnsteinUhlenbeck process and on
its associated Kolmogorov equation that will be used in the following.
Given the operators A and Q and the space X defined above, the
associated OrnsteinUhlenbeck process is the unique solution of the
stochastic differential equation
{dZ(t)=&AZ(t) dt+- Q dWX (t)Z(0)=Z0 # X
t # [0, T]
(2.6)
which can be written in mild form as
Z(t)=e&tAZ0+|
t
0
e&(t&s) A - Q dWX (s).
It is well known (see, e.g., [13, Ch. 11]) that this equation has a unique
invariant measure + in X which is N(0, Q) (i.e., a Gaussian measure of
mean 0 and covariance operator Q) with
Q= 12A
&1&2=.
We notice here that the measure + is not concentrated in H: this fact, since
+ is one of the main tools we use throughout the paper, forces us to set the
problem in the larger space X.
We now define, following [13], the space
F=[ f : X [ R: f =. b 6N for some N # N and . # C b (R
N)].
Then, given the measure + defined above we define the Hilbert space
L2(X, +) as the completion of F with respect to the norm
& f &L2(X, +) =
def |
X
| f (x)|2 d+
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and the Hilbert space W 1, 2Q (X, +) as the completion of F
 with respect to
the norm
& f &WQ1, 2(X, +) =
def & f &L2(X, +)+|
X
|- Q Df (x)| 2 d+.
Similarly, for T>0 we define the class
F1, 2T =[ f : [0, T]_X [ R: f (t, x)=.(t, 6N x)
for some N # N and . # C 1, 2b ([0, T]_R
N)]
which is clearly dense in L2(0, T; L2(X, +)), L2(0, T; W 1, 2Q (X, +)), and
L(0, T; L2(X, +)).
The transition semigroup Rt associated to the process Z and defined by
[Rt .](x)=E[.(Z(t, x))] enjoys the strong Feller property and, given any
.: X  R measurable and bounded, the function v(t, x)=[Rt .](x) is the
unique classical solution of the Kolmogorov equation
vt=Lv; v(0)=.
where L is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup Rt , which, for any
function  # C2(X, R) such that TrX (QD2) and (x, A*D)X are well
defined and bounded (e.g., the functions belonging to F), is given by
L(x)= 12 TrX (QD
2)&(x, A*D) X .
As it is proved in [8], the operator L is selfadjoint and generates a
strongly continuous semigroup in the space L2(X; +) and its domain D(L)
can be characterized in terms of suitable Sobolev spaces with respect to the
Gaussian measure +. In particular (see, e.g., [8, 18]) we recall that, for
every .,  # D(L) we have
(L., ) L2(X; +)=&12(- Q D., - Q D) L2(X; +) . (2.7)
2.4. Special Properties of the Operator B
Since we consider the two dimensional case with periodic boundary
conditions, the operator B defined above enjoys two special properties that
we state in the following. Setting, for n # N
en=* =n ,n
we can check that [en] is a complete orthonormal system in X (in
particular |en | D(A&=)=|A&=en | H=*&=n *
=
n |,n |H=1).
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For N # N we denote by XN=span[e1 , ..., eN], PN the projection from X
to XN , 6N the canonical mapping from X to RN, TN : Rn  X defined as
TN(!1 , ..., !N)=Nn=1 !nen . Finally we write

xn
B( y)=
d
dh
B( y+hen)|h=0 .
Lemma 2.2. For every x # D(A) we have
(i)

xn
(B(x, x), en) X=0 n # N.
(ii) (B(x, x), A1+2=x) X=(B(x, x), Ax)H=0
Proof. Proof of (i). By the bilinearity of B it follows that, for x # X,
n # N

xn
B(x, x)=B(x, en)+B(en , x)
so that

xn
(B(x, x), en) X=(B(x, en), en) X+(B(en , x), en) X .
By the orthogonality relations (2.3) and the definition of the fractional
powers of A, we have
(B(x, en), en) X=(B(x, en), A&2=en) H=*&2=(B(x, en), en)H=0
and similarly
(B(en , x), en) X=*&2=(B(en , x), en) H=&*&2=(B(en , en), x) H .
Therefore,

xn
(B(x, x), en) X=&*&2=(B(en , en), x) H .
We now show that (B(en , en), x) H=0. Recall that en=*=n,n and so
B(en , en)=*2=n B(,n , ,n). To calculate B(,n , ,n) we recall the explicit
formulas (2.1) for the eigenvectors ,n where we take the multi-index k # N2
instead of n # N and we set i=- &1
,k(!)=
k=
|k|
- 2 sin(2?k } !).
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Denoting, for u, v # R2, by uv the bilinear form associated to the
matrix
_u1 v1u2 v1
u1v2
u2v2&
so that denoting by T the operation of transposition (of a vector or of a
matrix)
(uv) w=u(v } w); uT (vw)=(u } v) w;
we obtain, by differentiating,
{!,k(!)=
2?
|k|
- 2 cos(2?k } !)[kk=]
so
B(,k , ,k)(!)=[,k(!) } {!] ,k(!)=,k(!)T [{!,k(!)]
=
4?
|k|2
sin(2?k } !) cos(2?k } !)[k=]T [kk=]
=
4?
|k|2
sin(2?k } !) cos(2?k } !)[k= } k] k==0
where we used that, for f, g: Rd [ R2
[ f (!) } {!] g(!)= f (!)T [{! g(!)].
The previous proof of the property B(en , en)=0, with different notations,
can be rewritten as:
,k(!) } {,k(!)=\ 2|k| 2 sin(2?k } !)+ (k= } { sin(2?k } !)) k=
=\ 2|k| 2 sin(2?k } !)+ (k= } k2? sin(2?k } !)) k==0.
Proof of (ii). First we recall the definitions of the operators {= and {7
as
{=a=\ 2a&1a+ , for a # H1(D)
{ 7 x=2x1&1x2 , for x # [H1(D)]2
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(for simplicity of notations we omit the subscript ! in the differential
operators along this proof).
Moreover for a # H 2(D)
{ 7 ({=a)=2 2 a+1 1 a=2a
and similarly, for x # [H2(D)]2 with div x=0
{=({7 x)=2x.
Now we write explicitly, for x # [H2(D)]2 with div x=0
(B(x, x), Ax) H =|
D
[(x(!) } {) x(!)] 2x(!) d!
=|
D
(x(!), [{x(!)] 2x(!)) R2 d!
and, denoting by
=|
D
([{x(!)]T x(!), {=({ 7 x)(!)) R2 d!
and, since {= is minus the adjoint of { 7
=&|
D
({ 7 ([{x]T x)(!), { 7 x(!)) R2 d!.
Now by easy calculations it follows that
{7 ([{x]T x)(!)=[{({ 7 x)(!)]T x(!)+TrR2[{=x(!) {x(!)]
=[{({ 7 x)(!)]T x(!)
where the last equality comes from
div x=0 O TrR2[{=x(!) {x(!)]=0.
Finally we have, setting z( } )={ 7 x( } ) # H1(D)
(B(x, x), Ax) H =&|
D
([{({7 x( } ))(!)]* x(!), { 7 x(!)) R2 d!
=&|
D
(x(!), [{z(!)] z(!)) R2 d!
=(B(x, z), z)H=0
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As above, with different notations we can rewrite the previous proof as
(B(x, x), Ax) H =|
D
(x } {) x } 2x d!
=|
D
(x } {) x } {={ 7 x d!
=&|
D
{7 (x } {) x } { 7 x d!
=&|
D
(x } {)({ 7 x) } ({7 x) d!=0.
The proof is complete. K
Remark 2.3. We observe that the above proof of (i) uses only the
orthogonality of the sequence [ei] i # N and not its orthonormality. This
implies that the above reasoning can be replicated exactly in the same way
when X=D(A:) and [ei] i # N is any orthogonal sequence of eigenvectors of
A. So the statement (i) of the Lemma does not depend on the Hilbert space
X, i.e., it is true also when X=D(A:) for : # R.
Moreover we observe that the property (ii) comes from the conservation
of the enstrophy in the Eulerian case (so as the more used orthogonality
property (B(x, x), x) =0 comes from the conservation of the energy, see,
e.g., [1]).
We now state another important property of the operator B: the square
integrability in X with respect to the measure + (see [1] for a similar
result).
Lemma 2.4. Given :>12&=, for every z # D(A:) the map x [ (B(x, x),
z) X belongs to L2(X; +).
Proof. We consider the orthonormal sequence [ek]k # N2 in X, where
ek(!)=&*=k.k(!)=[4?
2 |k|2]=
k=
|k|
- 2 sin(2?k } !)
We consider first the case z=ep for a given p # N2. Then, for N # N we
consider the map #N : X [ R; #N(x)=(B(PNx, PNx), ep)X and we show
that the sequence [#N]N # N is a Cauchy sequence in L2(X; +). Since here we
use the multi-index i # N2 for the eigenvectors of A it is convenient to define
PN as the projection on the subspace XN generated by the eigenvectors
[ek : k # N2, |k|N] and to agree that in the following RN will denote the
finite dimensional space homeomorphus to XN , even if its dimension will
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be f (N) for a suitable f : N [ N. This will be made for simplicity of
notation and does not affect the arguments used below.
We observe that, writing xi=(x, ei) X ,
(B(PNx, PN x), ep) X= :
|i | , | j | N
xixj(B(ei , e j), ep) X
so that
(B(PNx, PNx), ep) 2X
= :
|i |, | j | N
:
|h| , |k| N
xi xjxhxk(B(ei , e j), ep) X (B(eh , ek), ep) X .
Then, using that 6N+=+N=\N d!1 } } } d!N , where
\N(!)=(2?)&N2 (det QN)&12 e&12(QN
&1!, !)
we have
|
X
(B(PNx, PN x), ek) 2X d+
= :
|i | , | j |N
:
|h| , |k| N
(B(ei , ej), ep) X (B(eh , ek), ep) X
_|
RN
!i!j !h !k \N(!) d!1 } } } d!N .
By Lemma 2.2(i) and by the properties of the Gaussian measure +N we get
|
X
(B(PNx, PN x), ep) 2X d+
=2 :
|i | , | j |N, i{ j
(B(ei , ej), ep) 2X |
RN
!2i !
2
j \N(!) d!1 } } } d!N
=2 :
|i | , | j |N, i{ j
*&1&2=i *
&1&2=
j (B(ei , e j), ep)
2
X . (2.8)
Now we have
(B(ei , ej), ep) X =(A&=B(e i , ej), A&=ep) H
=*&2=k (B(ei , ej), ep) H
=*&=k *
=
i *
=
j(B(,i , ,j), ,p) H . (2.9)
At this point we calculate (B(,i , ,j), ,p) H using the explicit expressions
given above.
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(B(,i , ,j), ,p) H
=|
1
0
|
1
0
(,i (!), [{, j (!)] ,p(!)) R2 d!1 d!2
=4? - 2
(i= } j)( j } k)
|i | | j | | p| |
1
0
|
1
0
sin(2?i } !) cos(2?j } !) sin(2?p } !) d!1 d!2 .
Defining, for h, k # N2, $h, k=0 if h{k, $h, k=1 if h=k, we have then, by
easy calculations
(B(,i , ,j), ,p) H=? - 2
(i= } j)( j } k)
|i | | j | | p|
[$i+ j, p+$i, j+ p&$i+ p, j].
so that
(B(,i , ,j), ,p) 2H=2?
2 (i
= } j)2 ( j } p)2
|i | 2 | j |2 | p|2
[$i+ j, p+$i, j+ p+$ i+ p, j].
Substituting the above expression into (2.9) and then (2.9) into (2.8) we get
|
X
(B(PNx, PNx), ep) 2X d+
=2 :
|i | , | j |N, i{ j
*&1&2=i *
&1&2=
j *
&2=
p *
2=
i *
2=
j (B(, i , ,j), ,p)
2
H
=4?2 :
|i | , | j | N, i{ j
*&1i *
&1
j *
&2=
p
(i= } j)2 ( j } p)2
|i | 2 | j |2 | p|2
_[$i+ j, p+$i, j+ p+$ i+ p, j]
=
*&2=p
4?2 | p|2
:
|i | , | j |N, i{ j
(i= } j)2 ( j } p)2
|i |4 | j |4
[$i+ j, p+$i, j+ p+$i+ p, j].
which yields
|
X
(B(PNx, PN x), ep) 2X d+
=
*&2=p
4?2 | p| 2 _ :|i | , | p&i |N, ip \
[i= } ( p&i)]2 [( p&i) } p]2
|i | 4 | p&i |4 +
+ :
|i |N, ip \
[i= } (i& p)]2 [(i& p) } p]2
|i |4 |i& p|4 +
+ :
| j |N, jp \
[( j& p)= } p]2 [ j } p]2
| j& p|4 | j | 4 +& .
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By observing that [i= } (i& p)]2=[i= } p]2|i | 2 | p| 2 and other similar
inequalities we get
|
X
(B(PNx, PNx), ep) 2X d+

*&2=p | p|
2
4?2 _ :|i |, | p&i | N, ip \
1
|i |2 | p&i |2++2 :|i | N, ip \
1
|i |2 |i& p|2+& .
Now by standard calculations on the series with double indices we get that
the right hand side of the above inequality is convergent and the limit is
of order | p|&2 log(1+| p| ) when | p| goes to infinity. By applying exactly
the same argument to the difference
|
X
[(B(PN1 x, PN1 x), ep) X&(B(PN2 x, PN2 x), ek) X]
2 d+ N1 , N2 # N
for N1 , N2  +, we get that [(B(PNx, PNx), ep) 2X]N # N is a Cauchy
sequence in L2(X; +) and so the claim for the case z=ep .
Moreover, taking z # H we have
|
X
(B(PNx, PN x), z) 2X
=|
X _:p zp(B(PNx, PNx), ep) X&
2
d+
= :
p, q
zpzq |
X
(B(PNx, PNx), ep) X (B(PNx, PNx), eq)X d+
 :
p, q
zpzq &(B(PN } , PN } ), ep)X &L2(X; +)
_&(B(PN } , PN } ), eq) X &L2(X; +)
C _:p | p|
&2= (log(1+| p| ))12 zp&
2
for a suitable constant C>0. Since z # D(A:) implies that
:
p
| p|4: z2p<+
we get that zp is of order less than | p|&1&2: when | p| goes to . Then
the claim follows by repeating the same argument for the case z=ep on the
Cauchy sequence (B(PNx, PN x), z) X . K
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Remark 2.5. We observe that, differently from [1] here we do not have
square integrability of the map |B(x, x)|X unless we set =>1.
3. MAIN LEMMA
We say that . : X  R is a cylindrical function if there exists N0 # N such
that
.(x)=.(PN0 x)
(so the same is true for each NN0). We also say that a function
f : RN  R belongs to C 1b(R
N) if it is continuously Fre chet differentiable
and bounded with its first derivative.
Lemma 3.1. For any given cylindrical functions .,  : X  R such that
for every N # N . b TN ,  b TN # C 1b(R
N), we have
|
X
(B(PNx, PN x), {.(x)) X (x) +(dx)
=&|
X
(B(PNx, PN x), {(x)) X .(x) +(dx)
for every N # N. In particular, if .= then
|
X
(B(PNx, PNx), {.(x)) X .(x) +(dx)=0.
Proof. Along this proof we set B(x)=B(x, x) for brevity. Let N0 be
such that .(x)=.(PN0x), (x)=(PN0 x). For NN0 we have
|
X
(B(PN x), {.(x)) X (x) +(dx)
=|
XN
(B(x), {.(x)) X (x) + N(dx)
=|
RN
(B(TN!), {.(TN!)) X .(TN!) \N(!) d!
where + N is the measure PN b + on XN which is Gaussian N(0, PNQPN)
and
\N(!)=(2?)&N2 (det QN)&12 e&(12)(QN
&1!, !)
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where QN=6NQTN . Since . is cylindrical,
(B(TN!), {.(TN!)) X =(6NB(TN!), 6N {.(TN !)) RN
=(BN(!), {!.N(!)) RN
where
BN(!)=6NB(TN!), .N(!)=.(TN!)
so {!.N(!)=6N {.(TN!). By the divergence formula, setting N(!)=
(TN!)
|
RN
(BN(!), {!.N(!))RN N(!) \N(!) d!
=|
RN
(\N(!) N(!) BN(!), {! .N(!)) RN d!
=&|
RN
[div!(\N(!) N (!) BN(!))] .N(!) d!
=&|
RN
[\N(!) N(!) div! BN(!)
+(BN(!), {!(\N(!) N(!))) RN] .N(!) d!.
Note that
{!\N(!)=&Q&1N ! } \N(!)
so
{!(\N(!) N(!))=\N(!)[{!N(!)&N(!) Q&1N !].
Hence the previous formula is equal to
|
RN
[&div! BN(!)+(BN(!), Q&1N !) RN] N(!) .N(!) \N(!) d!
&|
RN
(BN(!), {!N(!)) RN .N(!) \N(!) d!
=|
XN _& :
N
n=1

xn
(B(x), en) X+(B(x), Q&1 x) X& .(x) (x) d+ N(x)
&|
XN
(B(x), {(x)) X .(x) d+ N(x)
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=&
1
2 |X _& :
N
n=1

xn
(B(PN x), en) X+(B(PNx), Q&1 PN x) X&
_.(x) (x) d+(x)
&|
X
(B(PNx), {(x)) X .(x) d+(x)
(we have used div! BN(!)=Nn=1 (!n) (B(TN!), en) X).
By the results of Section 2.4 we have, for y # XN and n # N

xn
(B( y), en) X=0.
and
(B( y), Q&1 y) X=(B( y), A
1+2=y) X=(B( y), Ay) H=0
The proof is complete. K
Remark 3.2. The previous Lemma is true also for X=D(A&(12)&=)
since
(B( y), A1+2=y) D(A&(12)&=)=(B( y), y) H=0.
4. SOLUTION TO THE KOLMOGOROV EQUATION
Given a Hilbert space Z and k # N _  we define by C kb(Z) the set of all
functions f : Z [ R that are k times continuously Fre chet differentiable and
bounded with all their derivatives up to the order k. Moreover, for T>0
we denote by C 1, 2b ([0, T]_Z) the set of all f : [0, T]_Z [ R that are 1
time continuously Fre chet differentiable in the first variable, 2 times
continuously Fre chet differentiable in the second one and bounded with
their derivatives. Moreover for p # [1, +] the space L p(0, T; Z) will be
the space of all f : [0, T] [ Z such that
|
T
0
& f (s)& pZ ds<+
endowed with the usual norm [T0 & f (s)& pZ ds]1p.
Finally, given the measure +N(d!)=\N(!) d! on RN we denote by
L2(RN, +N) the space of all f : RN [ R that are square integrable with
respect to the measure +N .
Consider, for every k # N a smooth cut-off function ck : R+ [ R such
that ck(r)=1 for rk, ck(r)=0 for rk+1 and c$k(r)2 for r # [k, k+1].
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We start by recalling a Lemma on the approximating Kolmogorov
equations.
Lemma 4.1. Consider the approximating equation in RN for the scalar
function uN, k=uN, k(t, !)
{
uN, k
t
=
1
2
Tr(QND2! uN, k)&(AN!+ck( |!| ) BN(!, !), {!uN, k) RN
(4.1)
in [0, T]_RN
uN(0, !)=u0N(!) for ! # RN
where AN=6NATN , and the other symbols are defined above. Then, for
every initial datum u0N # C 2b(R
N), this equation has a unique classical
solution uN # C 1, 2b ([0, T]_R
N). If the initial datum u0N # L2(RN, +N) then
the solution belongs to C 1, 2b ([$, T]_R
N) for every $>0.
Proof. The claim for smooth initial datum follows, e.g., from the results
contained in [11] (see also Theorem 9.28 of [12]) since here the ‘‘bad’’
term ck( |!| ) BN(!, !) is smooth and bounded. The claim for the case of
initial datum u0N # L2(RN, +N) follows e.g. by results of [7]. K
Remark 4.2. If we consider the Kolmogorov equation (4.1) without the
truncation term ck it can be shown that a natural candidate for the solution
is the transition semigroup associated to the stochastic equation in RN
dYN(t)=&[ANYN(t)&BN(YN , YN(t))] dt+- QN dWN(t);
YN(0)=!
where WN=6N W. The regularity of the solutions in this case can be
studied by applying standard local regularity results for parabolic
equations as in [24].
We now apply the results of the previous sections to prove our main
result.
Theorem 4.3. Let T>0 be fixed. Then, for every initial condition
u0 # L2(X; +) the Kolmogorov equation (2.5) has a weak solution in the space
L(0, T; L2(X, +)) & L2(0, T; W 1, 2Q (X, +))
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in the sense that, for every test function % # F1, 2T such that %(T, } )#0 we
have
0=(u0 , %(0, } )) L2(X; +)+|
T
0
(u(t, } ), %t(t, } )) L2(X; +) dt
+|
T
0
(u(t, } ), [L%(t, } )+(B( } ), Dx%(t, } )) X]) L2(X; +) dt.
Remark 4.4. The term T0 (u(t, } ), (B( } ), Dx%(t, } )) X)L2(X; +) dt is well
defined since Dx%(t, } ) can be written in the form
Dx %(t, } )= :
N
n=1
an(t, } ) en
and each term T0 (u(t, } ), an(t, } )(B( } ), en) X)L2(X; +) dt is well defined by
the assumptions and by Lemma 2.4.
Remark 4.5. Formally the Kolmogorov equation in weak form given in
the theorem is obtained from the original Kolmogorov equation (2.5) by
taking inner product with % in L2(X; +) and applying the following remark.
For every f, g # D(L) we have (Lf, g)L2(X; +)=( f, Lg) L2(X; +) ; thus the
term (Lu, %) L2(X; +) is replaced by (u, L%) L2(X; +) . Moreover,
|
X
(B( } ), Dxu(t, } )) X %(t, } ) d+=&|
X
u(t, } )(B( } ), Dx%(t, } )) X d+
by a formal extension of Lemma 3.1. The new terms obtained by these
formal integrations by parts are rigorously defined.
Remark 4.6. Thanks to the equality (see, e.g., [8, 18])
(Lf, g) L2(X; +)=&12(- Q Df, - Q Dg) L2(X; +) \f, g # D(L)
the above definition of solution can be modified as follows by requiring
less regularity on the test functions %: for every test function
% # C([0, T]; W 1, 2Q (X, +)) such that %(T, } )#0 and %t , (B, D%) X belong to
L2(0, T; L2(X, +)) we have
0=(u0 , %(0, } )) L2(X; +)+|
T
0
(u(t, } ), %t(t, } )) L2(X; +) dt
+|
T
0
(- Q Dxu(t, } ), - Q Dx%(t, } )) L2(X; +)
+(u(t, } ), [(B( } ), Dx%(t, } )) X]) L2(X; +) dt.
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Proof. Set B(x, x)=B(x) for brevity and take, for the moment, the
datum u0 # F. Consider the approximating equation (4.1) in RN for
the scalar function uN, k=uN, k(t, !) with initial datum un, k(0, !)=u0(TN !).
This equation has a unique classical solution uN, k # C1, 2([0, T]_RN)
thanks to Lemma 4.1.
We then have, for every N, k # N, using (2.7) in its finite dimensional
version
|
RN
uN, k(t, !) \12 Tr(QND2! uN, k)&(AN!, {! uN, k) RN+ \N(!) d!
=&
1
2 |RN :
N
n=1
*&2=n \uN, k(t, !)!n +
2
\N(!) d!
=&
1
2 |RN |- QN {!uN, k(t, !)|
2 +N(d!). (4.2)
Moreover, using Lemma 3.1 with .(!)=uN, k(t, !) and (!)=
ck( |!| ) uN, k(t, !)
|
RN
uN, k(t, !)(&(ck( |!| ) BN(!), {! uN, k) RN) \N(!) d!
=|
RN
uN, k(t, !)((BN(!), {![ck( |!| ) uN, k(t, !)]) RN) \N(!) d!
and, since
{![ck( |!| ) uN, k(t, !)]=uN, k(t, !) c$k( |!| )
!
|!|
+ck( |!| ) {! uN, k(t, !)
the latter implies, using that c$k( |!| )=0 for |!|k and property (2.3),
2 |
RN
uN, k(t, !)(&(ck( |!| ) BN(!), {! uN, k) RN) \N(!) d!
=|
RN
uN, k(t, !)((BN(!), !) RN) c$k( |!| )
1
|!|
\N(!) d!=0. (4.3)
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Then, taking the scalar product by uN, k in (4.1) and applying (4.2)(4.3)
we obtain
1
2
d
dt |X u
2
N, k(t, 6Nx) +(dx)
=
1
2
d
dt |RN u
2
N, k(t, !) \N(!) d!
=|
RN
uN, k(t, !)
uN, k(t, !)
t
\N(!) d!
=|
RN
uN, k(t, !) \12 Tr(QND2!uN, k)
&(AN!+ck( |!| ) BN(!), {!uN, k) RN+ \N(!) d!
=&
1
2 |RN |- QN {!uN, k(t, !)|
2 +N(d!).
After integration in time, this identity implies that, for every N, k # N, t>0
&uN, k(t, } )&2L2(RN; +N)+|
t
0
&- QN {!uN, k(s, } )&2L2(RN; +N) ds
=&u0(TN } )&2L2(RN; +N) .
Setting vN(t, x)=uN, N(t, 6Nx) and using that, for any f # L2(RN; +N) we
have the identity
|
RN
f (!) d!=|
X
f (6Nx) d+(x),
we obtain that
&vN(t, } )&2L2(X; +)+|
t
0
&- Q DxvN(s, } )&2L2(X; +) ds=&u0(PN } )&2L2(X; +)
so the diagonal sequence vN(t, x) is bounded in
L(0, T; L2(X, +)) & L2(0, T; W 1, 2Q (X, +)).
We can then extract a subsequence, still denoted by vN(t, x), which
converges weakly star in L(0, T; L2(X, +)) and weakly in L2(0, T;
W1, 2Q (X, +)) to a function u(t, x), element of these spaces. We want to show
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that u(t, x) is a weak solution to the equation (2.5). Consider a test func-
tion % # F1, 2T and set, for N # N, %N(t, !)=%(t, TN!), %N : [0, T]_R
N [ R.
Taking the scalar product by %N of Eq. (4.1) satisfied by uN, N in the space
L2([0, T]; L2(RN; +N)) we have
|
T
0
d
dt |RN uN, N(t, !) %N(t, !) \N(!) d! dt
=|
T
0
|
RN
uN, N(t, !)
%N(t, !)
t
\N(!) d! dt
+|
T
0
|
RN \
1
2
TrRN(QND2! uN, N(t, !))
&(AN!+cN( |!| ) BN(!), {!uN, N(t, !))RN+
_%(t, !) \N(!) d! dt.
Using that %(t, !) vanish at time T we have
0=|
RN
u0(TN!) %N(0, !) d+N(!)+|
T
0
|
RN
uN, N(t, !)
%N(t, !)
t
d+N(!) dt
+|
T
0
|
RN \
1
2
TrRN(QN D2! uN, N(t, !))
&(AN!+cN( |!| ) BN(!), {!uN, N(t, !))RN+
_%N(t, !) d+N(!) dt
which means, passing to the integral in X,
0=|
X
u0(PNx) %(0, PNx) d+(x)+|
T
0
|
X
vN(t, x)
%(t, PNx)
t
d+(x) dt
+|
T
0
|
X \
1
2
TrX (QD2xvN(t, x))
&(Ax+cN( |PN x| ) B(PN x), DxvN(t, x)) X+
_%(t, PNx) d+(x) dt.
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This can be rewritten as
0=(u0(PN } ), %(0, } )) L2(X; +)+|
T
0
(vN(t, } ), %t(t, } )) L2(X; +) dt
+|
T
0
(LvN(t, } ), %(t, } )) L2(X; +) dt
&|
T
0
( ((B(PN } ), Dx vN(t, } )) X), cN( |PN } | ) %(t, } )) L2(X; +) dt
so that using the fact that L is self-adjoint and applying Lemma 3.1 with
.(x)=vN(t, x) and (x)=cN( |x| ) %(t, x) we obtain
0=(u0(PN } ), %(0, } ))L2(X; +)+|
T
0
(vN(t, } ), %t(t, } )) L2(X; +) dt
+|
T
0
(vN(t, } ), [L%(t, } )
+(cN( |PN } | ) B(PN } ), Dx%(t, } )) X]) L2(X; +) dt
which gives the claim passing to the limit for N   thanks to the
regularity of % and to Lemma 2.4.
Now consider the case of general initial datum u0 # L2(X; +). It is clear
that there exists a sequence [u0, h]h # N /F such that u0, h converges to u0
in the norm of L2(X; +) for h  +. For any h we can then find a weak
solution uh of the Kolmogorov equation (2.5) with initial datum u0, h . Since
the estimates on the norms of uh depend only on the norm of u0, h in
L2(X; +) we can easily get, repeating the argument above, that the sequence
[uh]h # N converges to a weak solution of the Kolmogorov equation (2.5)
with initial datum u0 . K
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